MSA Nationals 2011
By Aaron Chong

The 2011 MSA Nationals was held in Penang at the CityBayview Hotel in downtown Georgetown.
Players all the way from central KL came to join the camaraderie besides showing their support toward
the MSA. This was also a crucial tournament for Scrabble players as the two Malaysian representatives
would be selected immediately after the competition – one being the champion of the tournament and the
other being the highest rated player post-tournament.
A total of twenty players took part in the Masters section while the Intermediate category witnessed 9
players.
Before the nationals, I under-performed in two tournaments – CNY Tournament and ICT Penang Open to
realized that I had plenty of revision to do.
Although I won the Nationals last year, I wasn’t sure whether I would be able to defend my title with the
strong field of players present in the tournament. There was Yeo Kien Hung, who had done very well in
the ICT Penang Open and had markedly improved in his games due to his daily cardboxing exercises.
Then there were the Subang kids, Khoo Beng Way, Ramaraj, Chang Ching Wei and Sean Chung; Pui
Cheng Wui, Alex Tan and Martin Teo who could be potential title contenders too.
MSA had the pleasure of Nigel Richards volunteering as TD (tournament direction) for the two-day event.
At roughly 9 a.m., Nigel finished tabulating the pairings. Armed with a stack of Jurong Green scoresheets
and the blue rack that I’ve won from a tournament in Brisbane, I took a deep breath and began the first
game of the competition.

Game 1: Sean Chung
My first game was against one of the Subang kids. Sean hadn’t been playing for a long while. He had a
lukewarm performance in Subang Scrabble Challenge, not bad for a player who had been in hiatus and I
was curious to see how he fared in this tournament.
Sean started the game with HE and I quickly replied with DARKEST. I was leading until move six when
he played AXIONS for 58 points after I opened up an O for him. In the next two turns he played sQUIZ for
69 points after what I thought was a good dump from my dreckish rack. Sean soon played TREADLeS for
68 points but I was able to keep up with him with my consistent scoring. Approaching endgame, he
played PRIOR, emptied the bag and had EIIOT in his final rack while I had ABENNSU.
I played BEAN, hoping that Sean would take the bait of playing TOSIE* below BEAN. After pressing the
clock I realized I had missed the S back hook of TREADLES forming TREADLESS! Despite my folly,
Sean did take the bait and I challenged off TOSIE*, finished the game and won by close margin of 28
points.
During our post mortem discussion, Sean told me that he wasn’t sure of PRIORIES and I told him it was
good. If Sean had played PRIORIES instead of PRIOR the game would be lost to me.
Result: Win 413 – 385

Note: Total scores from Quackle may differ as some moves may have been misscored in the actual games.

Game 2: Khoo Beng Way
Another battle with another Subang kid. Beng Way is currently at the top of the national rankings and one
rating point ahead of me after Subang Scrabble Challenge.
Despite my vowel heavy racks, I was pleased to play TOEPIECE through the floating T all the way to the
triple word square for 89 points to increase my lead against him. Beng Way had difficult racks as well.
When I noticed that he played UTU dangerously beside the double letter square and the triple word lane
after YAQONA, I took this chance to score with the W’s and H’s on the triple letters and block at the same
time, sacrificing the good tiles in the process. But it was worth it has it increased my lead further and the
points were necessary to counter his bingo UnDERATE.
I had a rack DDEIMSS and this was the point where my cardboxing exercises had paid off! Knowing that
there were two S’s, a blank unseen and a high scoring opportunity with the K front hook of UTU, I played
DISMES, keeping three tiles in the bag. I thought this was a clever strategy in case if Beng Way played a
bingo, he would only draw three tiles and won’t have the chance to score big with the KUTU hook, which
required at least four tiles to reach the triple word square, or if he played KUTU and played to the triple
word square with four tiles, he would be one tile short of a seven-letter rack in the endgame. There was
no way I would allow him to attack me with a miraculous comeback.
After playing DISMES, I drew a promising rack of ADEKLNR that guaranteed my win. Beng Way opened
with ERN and I did not hesitate to capitalize on it with RANKLED and ERNE, thus dashing his chances of
lessening the damage.
Result: Win 454 – 290

Game 3: Yeo Kien Hung (Henry)
Henry and I had some exciting games together in last year’s nationals and had a good time in Survivor’s
Only Scrabblathon (SOS) early this year in Singapore where we had finished 2nd and 1st respectively.
This game was packed with excitement as well. We exchanged blows with his BEEFING and my
GLEETIER early in the game. However, I reached the point of uncertainty when I was contemplating
between NEPOT and NETOP! I thought of NEPOTISM, NEPOTIST, NEPOTIC and therefore played
NEPOT. To my dismay, Henry quickly said hold and subsequently challenged it off. It should have been
NETOP!
I was forced to play catch up with VEINY (42), MOZ (43) and SAUSAGE (80), all for big scores but Yeo
countered with PEND (36) and XI (54). I saw a glimmer of hope when he laid down RIS* but he changed
his mind and took off the R by just playing IS. Henry had possession of the last S and blank and I couldn’t
see any way of overtaking Henry in the endgame.
Result: Lose 396 – 409

Game 4: Jocelyn Lor
Despite a lousy starting bingo of LOUSIEST (59), I scored consistently and played two more bingos,
mANEGED (79) and ThORNILY (70) mid-game. Jocelyn did overtake me at one point after playing
TIPUNAS (68) but was let down with her subsequent weakly scoring moves.
Result: Win 464 – 304

Game 5: Ramaraj Sundraraj
Ramaraj started off well with SIPHONED (72) and RONNELS (67) against my IRISATED (70+5) to take a
comfortable lead. A few turns later he played EGALITES all the way to the triple word square for 80
points to increase the lead by 100 plus. With the S on the triple word lane, I took this opportunity to play
QuINTARS for 101. I then had a lucky pick of the second blank to play FEODaRY (92+5) in the very next
turn. This turned the tide against him as I won the game by more than 100 points.
In our post mortem discussion, I pointed out that he should have played ELEGIAST, which cleverly set up
the Q beside the triple word square if I played QUINTARS, or a lower scoring bingo that did not open up
the lower right corner of the board.
Result: Win 522 – 419

Game 6: Ng Chee Eng
In this game I had double blanks on my rack and played MaRRoWED for 76 points. I continued to stay in
the lead until the end despite Dr Ng’s efforts of scoring hugely HADJI (56) and ESTRONES (66).
Result: Win 416 – 351

Game 7: Chang Ching Wei (Andrew)
Ching Wei was the winner of Subang Scrabble Challenge two weeks ago and I was nervous about what
he could come up with.
We exchanged blows with my SEDARIM (83) and LIERNES (72) against his GRIFTERs (80) and
OLEARIAS (66). Instead of block up the board, Andrew foolish opened up the board further for me to
play a strategically safer bingo of OREAdES (73). I closed up the board and didn’t mind opening up a V
for him for VIZOR (51) since I was more than a century ahead of him and needed to end the game
quickly anyway.
Result: Win 442 – 407

Game 8: Chuah Sim Swee
Sim Swee drew first blood with WANDOOs (73). I had AEGLOSW and thought of words like LOWAGES*
or SLOWAGE*. I saw one bingo through the S floater that seemed familiar but it looked too weird to me. I
therefore fished in two turns to get GETTERS. Sim Swee attempted DIMPLERS*, which I’ve successfully
challenged off. I continued to play moves to balance my rack, plonked down ROOTIES (76+5) and
subsequently played REINFUsE (83), XI (52) and JERID (44) against her sOUPIEST (68).
The bingo I wasn’t sure from AEGLOSSW was GALOWSES (meaning the GALLOWS eek).
Result: Win 519 - 378

Game 9: Martin Teo
Martin started off weakly as he had awkward vowels on his rack while I cruised with SDEIGNE (71+5).
Martin countered with ARRIVINg (61) and then ZAGS (72). After I played EQUAL for 47 points, I played
KOS for 53 points and FRA for 39 with single-vowel racks while keeping double P’s. For that, the tile
gods devilishly decided to punish me with consonantitis!
Martin saw a glimmer of hope with DELATES (68) and I was annoyed when I found out he drew the blank
after DELATES and phonied with GEOLITH* (L was a blank), missing HOGTIEs. I changed my tiles but
my rack was pretty awkward with no vowels but the O’s.
Martin tried to open up bingo lines, which worked in his favor as I was forced to block with measly scoring
moves. In the end, I overanalyzed and didn’t foresee his outplay. Nevertheless, there was nothing I could
do to win as he had the flexibility of the blank
Result: Lose 391 – 426

Game 10: Mohammad Ali Ismail
Ali played a phony by hooking the S at the end of my BOEUF. BOEUF doesn’t take an S as it is derived
from the dish boeuf burginon. I had PREENED (70), AJIvA (60) MEDUSAN (71) and SToNILY (69) where
I’ve hooked the Y in front of BORE to form YBORE, against Ali’s WARIEST (97)
Result: Win 549 – 285

Game 11: Ramaraj Sundraraj
This is the first game of the repeats and the second game against Ramaraj.
Ramaraj drew first blood with INCURVES (67+5) in which I subsequently replied with SOILIEST (82).
This was however countered with GANJA (65) in his next turn.
Ramaraj was opening the board so much that I had GREX (60) against his FIRM (46) and ACERbEST
(77). After ACERBEST, Ramaraj played AZIDE for 35 points and the board was wide open with one
blank unseen.
I decided that there was no point to block the openings, so I kept my scorings and tile turnover high while
Ramaraj played inferior moves compared to mine. I made sure that I was about 30-40 points ahead of
him and kept the H’s so that I could counter any bingo he had made. To my delight, I picked up the blank.
My rack evolved into a beautiful rack of EKMNOY?. The board was so open that Ramaraj won’t be able
to block the bingo that I was going to make. I played MONKEYs for a whopping 109 points to increase
my lead and eventually win the game.
Result: Win 528 – 375

Game 12: Khoo Beng Way
Beng Way was my closest rival as he was only half a winning point (he drew against Henry) behind me.
Unfortunately in this game, I had too many vowels in this game (voweltitis!).
Although I had OVERLET (71), GUILERS (67) and BEADILY (81+5), my scoring was poor overall
compared to Beng Way who generally scored 30 points and above throughout the game. He had
ARISTAE (71), VAGINAS (68), WOXEN (59) and aMBOINA (77) and consonantitis in the end didn’t stop
him from scoring big.
I guess this was karma after trashing him soundly in our first game.
Result: Lose 404 – 488

Game 13: Khoo Beng Way
I played OUTPREEN (61+5) in the first move against Beng Way. A few turns later, Beng Way played
BOTANIES (79) beside my MADAFU. After jotting down the score and turning the board toward me, I
was shocked to see that my opponent had played a phony FO* against me!
I psyched myself not to be dismayed by my foolishness and continued to score with WINTLES (81). Beng
Way played CITEAbLE (60+5) several turns later, which was countered in time with my SNORTING (66).
My next few moves to block the board didn’t stop Beng Way from mowing me down as he took the triple
word spot beside DAH with EIKON and ODAH that had been kept open for a long time.
Although I had the blank, the board was practically closed up. We were just a hair’s breadth between
each other. I thought that fishing with one tile to open a bingo lane would be suicidal as the S was
unseen. My rack was CDELON? (chendol?) when there were two tiles left in the bag and I was 19 points
behind Beng Way. I decided to play OLDEN for 16 points keeping CE?, hoping to get decent tiles in order
to end the game in my very next turn.
To my horror, I picked up MT and my rack was now CEMT?. Beng Way had AAERRPS and presumably
had a higher flexibility of going out first in endgame. I thought I was doomed until I looked around the
horizontal lane with HOW on it and saw a nice extension that would use up all the tiles on my rack!
Beng Way played BIRLS, hooking the S behind CITEABLE for 34. I’ve decided to let CITEABLES* go
and quickly plonked down CHOWTiME for 34 points, plus a 5 point bonus from Beng Way’s unsuccessful
challenge of the word. I could’ve never imagined playing an endgame move as beautiful as this!
Result: Win 457 – 441

Game 14: Khoo Beng Way (again!)
I was very unlucky in this game as Beng Way sailed way ahead with DEVALUES (64), uNHEROIC (98),
KLUGE (58), FASH (53) and SOREX (56) while my tiles weren’t good enough to make that sneaky
comeback. I choked when I played ENCRINES*, which was quickly challenged off. My top scores were
nothing but ArEFIES (85) and AZINE (51) while my regulars move were pathetically scored around the 15
– 25 range.
I had a bad feeling: Am I going to ding dong against Beng Way all the way to the last game for top spot?
Sidenote: I missed INCENSER 
Result: Lose 340 – 488 (Beng Way also beat me with a total score of 488 back in game 12 by the
way)

Game 15: Khoo Beng Way (again!)
After getting whacked by Beng Way in the previous game, I had sweet revenge against him this time as I
had UtILISE (64), SERIATE (100), DINGOEs (73) and ACINOUS (75) against his MOTELIER (60). My
SERIATE fitted nicely between two double word scores and the S was just below Beng Way’s
MOTELIER.
Result: Win 523 – 335

Game 16: Khoo Beng Way (again!)
Beng Way played IMAReTS (82) beautifully as it overlapped my UTERI, forming UM, TA, TUNER, RE
and IT. I replied with HEAUMES (80+5) to snatch back the lead. A few turns later, Beng Way laid down
RATIONAL. My rack was AFHINR?. I saw the bingo and contemplated whether I should play the lower
scoring one that opened an S hook to the triple word or the higher scoring one that outright opened a
nine timer lane.
I decided to take the higher scoring one that scored 87 points. But it was a mistake as Beng Way
capitalized on it with WAXY for 60 points and thus balanced his rack. Beng Way had the Z that he
eventually used to score handsomely while I had the Q that was useless at that point of the game and
thrown away with an uninspiring QAT.
Beng Way played PAV with the P below PEE to form PEEP. I saw the E back hook of PEEP (forming
PEEPE) and wondered whether Beng Way was aware of this hook. I was worried that if I played below
PEEP for a large score, Beng Way would’ve countered with a bingo on the triple word lane and I won’t
have the chance to catch up even if I played a bingo above LOG.
Therefore, I blocked the LOG opening with NEWSED. I kept the E and picked up DDDGRU. I played
GRUED along with PEEPE for 37 points to close in on Beng Way, but it was not good enough as my next
rack was an awful DDEFLLN while Beng Way had already collected all the O’s and made good use of his
vowels to score and prevent me from scoring.
Result: Lose 458 – 425

Game 17: Khoo Beng Way (final showdown!)
This was the last game of the tournament and I had to beat him in order to win the nationals as he was
half a winning point ahead.
As usual, Beng Way started early with RAZURES (75). I had DELIIS? and struggled to find a seven letter
word that began with an S. I played DELIS, keeping I and blank and consequently drew awkward tiles.
Nevertheless, Beng Way also had difficult tiles as he scored weakly with TAO (21), AIDOI (6), EIDE (18)
and EVO (7). I tried to set up openings for my self with FIGO, keeping the X so that I could score in the
next turn with XI. I picked up the J and played JOT about FIGO forming OF and TI at the same time,
keeping XU for the big score of 41 points with TIX, XU and GU. My misfortune continued as I drew the Q
and my rack was an ugly BCDQUX?. Nevertheless, my next play of XU for 41 points was what I needed
to close in on Beng Way.
I managed to dump the Q, C and D at strategic locations and drew the second blank. Beng Way opened
up the board with NAVEW and I played BRaILEs below it, with the S hooking behind NAVEW. Beng Way
quickly plonked down SETLINE in his next turn. My rack was a decent AENTTRS. There were seven tiles
left in the bag. Although there were no more S’s and blanks, it could happen that if I play my bingo, Beng
Way might reply with another one and ultimately win the game. My time was running short and I didn’t
think I had time to plan a safer move.
I took a leap of faith and played NATTERS and BEN for 73 points to lead by 46 points. I emptied the bag
and drew AEEIRTU. I breathed a sigh of relief as I left Beng Way with OKP and other consonants (I
actually mistracked the other tiles). I eventually won the game and in the post mortem discussion, we
discovered that BRAILES was a phony! (I mistaken it with BRAILED and BRAILLED)
It was very lucky for me to win this game and I felt sorry for Beng Way for being so close to his first
national title but blundered and lost it at the very end.
Result: Win 435 – 391

Overall, I had a good tournament despite the hiccups against Henry and Martin. This was my second
national title in a row and won the first spot to represent Malaysia for the World Scrabble Championships
in Poland. Henry was the second and last player to represent Malaysia as he was the next highest rated
player after me. Although Beng Way was technically the second highest rated player in the national
rankings after the tournament, Beng Way unfortunately had not enough games to qualify.
Playing with Beng Way in last several rounds to race for pole position was a nerve-wracking experience (I
think we were both nerve-wracked in the last game). I could see that Beng Way’s strength was in his tile
turnover. I hope this young chap would try to qualify for the next WSC as he showed potential to be a
well-rounded international player, and we needed more strong players to represent Malaysia in the world
stage.
Anyway, it’s time to make it big in Poland!

